Traffic parameters including vehicle flow and vehicle speed can be acquired through video recording-manual acquisition method. In this paper, fundamental principle of cell transmission model is introduced, which should be established based on the relationship between length of vehicle queue and actual traffic capacity of the cross section on which a traffic accident occurs, duration of the accident and vehicle flow on upstream road section, based on which EXCEL can be used for processing and obtaining an equinumerous graph for length of vehicle queue on corresponding section. Such equinumerous graph is a dynamic model changing with time, which can reflect the relationship between length of vehicle queue and three other variables. Finally, MATLAB can be used to establish a graph of spatial relationship between length of vehicle queue and three other variables.
Introduction
With the acceleration of China's urbanization, number of vehicle owners has been growing rapidly, which leads to a rapid increase in road traffic volume. Urban roads are characterized by high traffic density and continuity, for which when one traffic lane is occupied, traffic capacity of all other lanes in the section may also be lowered. Even through such situation lasts a short time, it may lead to vehicle queue and then traffic jam. If not properly handled, such situation may even cause regional congestion. Traffic congestion has become an urgent problem to be solved by many countries around the world [1] .
Investigation Method
In consideration of number of traffic investigators, restrictions in conditions of investigation and repeated utilization of data acquired through such investigation, video recording-manual acquisition method is used in this paper [2] . A camera is installed at a certain high point in place of investigation and camera lens is adjusted to target on location of investigation and begins to shoot continuously. Cross section for investigation preset before shooting is properly marked, and screen shots of the video are indicated in Figure 1 . Traffic parameters including vehicle flow and vehicle speed can be obtained through later manual processing of the video. 
Principle of Cell Transmission Modeling
As for Cell Transmission Model (CTM) [3] [4], finite differentiability method is used to simplify the relationship between traffic flow and density. CTM is a macro model, in which a certain number of vehicles are viewed as a whole based on traffic condition in a traffic environment and thus observed and verified for convenience. The relationship between traffic flow and density is assumed to be subject to a function in triangular form, as indicated in Figure 2 . 
Modeling for Length of Vehicle Queue and Solution
With the purpose of actually reflecting the changing process of actual traffic capacity on the cross section in which a traffic accident occurs, road impedance function model is adopted in this paper [5] [6], for which mathematical formula is as follows:
In the formula, Equinumerous graph of length of vehicle queue on the road section can be obtained through putting the above measured data into cell transmission model and then conduct processing with EXCEL, as indicated in Figure 5 . In Figure 5 , Cell (1) corresponds to a location on upstream section; end of Cell (8) is the cross section on which a traffic accident occurs; and length of each cell is 30 m. Vehicle queue occurs at the red mark, and length of such queue equals the length of a cell. Vehicle queue occurs at the gradually changing red mark, length of which equals the length of half a cell. Data inside a cell is the number of vehicles flowing through it observed every 30 seconds. Cell (8) is located at the cross section on which a traffic accident occurs, so data put in Cell (8) indicate the actual traffic capacity on the cross section on which a traffic accident occurs with the purpose of observing the relationship between length of vehicle queue and actual traffic capacity in a more obvious way. In addition, vehicles can only move gradually at the same speed along one queue in general situation, for which when degree of freedom of vehicle moving decreases obviously, traffic volume equals or approximately equals traffic capacity of the road section, where traffic volume can be viewed as the actual traffic capacity of the cross section on which a traffic accident occurs. 
Conclusion
In this paper, cell transmission model and road impedance function are used to study the relationship between length of vehicle queue and the actual traffic capacity of the cross section on which a traffic accident occurs, duration of traffic accident and vehicle flow on upstream section when a traffic accident occurs, based on which MATLAB is used to establish the spatial relationship between length of vehicle queue and other variables. The model established in this paper may provide a practical method for urban road occupation for construction work as well as arrangement of roadside parking space and bus stops (except for bus parking bay).
